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FUND MANAGEMENT REPORT: Q1 2021
Investment Outcomes: Precious Metals – How Long Will the Gift Keep Giving.
In absolute terms, our investment performance turned positive in Q4 2020. It had been negative since
Q1 2016. In this quarter (Q12021) we sustained the positive trajectory in absolute performance. In
relative terms, we continue to lag our respective benchmarks on account of our dogged determination
to avoid the momentum in thematic sectors. If the beginning of the second quarter (April) is anything
to go by, our positive absolute performance is a leading indicator of a turn in our relative performance.
Figure 1:

Absolute 12 month Rolling Return: General Equity Composite
General Equity vs SWIX (Rolling 1yr Returns)
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Figure 2:

General Equity vs. SWIX – 12month rolling returns.

Source: Iress, First Avenue

The worlds of managers who outperform the market and those who do not are narrowing down to
one sector, namely, the Precious Metals (PGM) sector. In this quarter as in many others in the past,
platinum miners were among the best performing counters individually and as a group. While we are
materially overweight Sibanye Stillwater, we are woefully under-weight the sector, and it showed in
our quarterly and annual relative performance.

Figure 3: Top Performing Stocks in Jan – March 31, 2021 (25 Largest stocks in SWIX)
Stock
Sasol Ltd
Anglo American Platinum Limited
MTN Group Ltd
Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd
Northam Platinum Ltd
Anglo American plc
Naspers Ltd
SIBANYE STILL WATER LIMITED
BHP GROUP PLC
Shoprite Holdings Ltd
Bid Corporation Limited
Compagnie Fin Richemont
Old Mutual Limited
ABSA Group Limited
British Am. Tobacco Plc
FirstRand Ltd
Prosus NV
Gold Fields Ltd
Vodacom Group Limited
Sanlam Ltd
Capitec Bank Holdings Ltd
Standard Bank Group Ltd
Clicks Group Ltd
MULTICHOICE GROUP LTD
Anglogold Ashanti Ltd

Return for the Quarter %
58.1
51.6
44.3
40.6
22.8
21.8
17.0
13.5
13.3
12.2
8.7
8.6
6.2
5.2
5.0
3.3
2.3
2.1
1.5
1.3
-0.9
-1.3
-3.3
-3.8
-4.1

Source: Infront, First Avenue

We do not wish to turn this into a research expose of the utility value of platinum group metals (PGMs)
in assisting auto companies to meet ever tightening emission standards. “Dieselgate”, in which VW
starred, catalyzed a wave of tighter and tighter emission standards in petrol fueled cars and formed
an incredible tailwind for palladium and rhodium. South African platinum miners never got an
opportunity to be rocked by Dieselgate because, almost instantaneously, auto companies switched
out of platinum (used in diesel cars) into palladium (used in gasoline cars). They never saw this gift
horse coming. Neither did investors. It is safe to say the case for diesel is pretty much dead.
Today, however, you can see Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) coming for gasoline cars and the gift
horse potentially falling away. At over 70m units per annum and US2tr in sales, the car market is one
of the largest addressable consumer markets in the world. No wonder Apple wants to get into it to
move its growth needle. In other words, electric batteries are competing with PGMs to meet ever
stricter emission standards. However, the major constraint for the average car buyer is that she does
not want to pay more than comparable Internal Combustion Cars (ICEs) cost. While in 2010 the
average lithium-ion battery pack prices automakers had to pay exceeded $1,100/kWh, costs have
come down dramatically in the decade that has passed. To be more precise, they have plummeted by
89% to $137 per kWh.
The price is projected to come down furthermore in the following years, dropping to as low as
$101/kWh by 2023, based on Bloomberg NEF’s forecast. That is widely regarded as the tipping point,

with prices of EVs estimated to match those of traditional vehicles powered by combustion engines.
With the cost of a battery used by an Electric Vehicle (EV) representing a significant chunk of the
vehicle’s final price tag, BNEF’s 2020 Battery Price Survey augurs well for price parity between BEVs
and ICEs. In other words, a customer will not have to pay a premium when shopping for an BEV.
Figure 4: Lithium-Ion Battery Price Outlook (Real 2018 dollars per kilowatt hour)

As more human ingenuity and capital are thrown at reducing the single most expensive component of
an EV, the battery, ICE vehicles will fail to keep up in cost with the price competition. By all
conservative estimates, EVs will be markedly cheaper than ICE vehicles in 2024. No wonder auto
companies are increasingly announcing discontinuing development of diesel and gasoline engines
from here onwards, and a total shuttering of their production platforms by 2030. This addressable
market will be increasingly lost to platinum miners. That does not mean the end of platinum mining
companies. There are other, albeit smaller, uses of PGMs. As well there are other PGMS, e.g., Iridium,
used in high value-added industrial manufacturing. South Africa producers 80%-85% of the world’s
iridium, and Anglo-American Platinum produces the most of it. However, because the global market
for Iridium is small (250, 000 ounces) relative to palladium (10m ounces) miners do not change
production in response to demand and prices. So, Iridium cannot support the high fixed cost
structures of platinum miners, let alone their capital intensity.
You may very well say we at First Avenue have been wrong about platinum miners so who are we to
talk. Two points:
We have been far from wrong about the BEV revolution. We called it right in our global equity
portfolios, which, by the way, informed our view on PGM miners. We more than trebled our money
on Tesla, more than quadrupled it on both Chargepoint and Enphase, and at one point had doubled it
on Quantumscape. Tellingly however, we started a relatively new but already profitable position in
an old car company, VW, precisely because it is electrifying most of its production at, excuse the pun,

an electrifying pace. Now granted we have only one client on “both sides of the Atlantic”, so to speak
(S.A. equity and Global equity). We regret that our S.A. equity clients who have missed out on the
outperformance of platinum miners on the JSE are not been in our global equity portfolios to collect
on our “PGM killers”.
Second, scouring the portfolios of Global Emerging Market managers in Q3 and Q4 2020, we do not
see holdings of S.A. PGM miners. The last column on the table below shows that in both quarters,
between 83% and 100% of GEM portfolios had a zero weighting in S.A. PGM miners. This is even as
the ZAR strengthened, foreigners were coming in for something else.
Figure 5:

Global Emerging Managers Do Not Hold S.A. PGM Miners

Source: RMB Morgan Stanley

GEM managers have preferred Norilsk Nickel, not because it has a better political risk profile (its mines
are based in Russia) but because it at least tried to make hay while the sun shone through production
growth. S.A. PGM miners have held back on investing (on account of past cyclical failures) rather than
the supposedly rosy future touted by S.A. equity managers. That rosy future increasingly refers to the
role platinum fuel cells will play in the production of hydrogen, a potentially clean, but all the same
highly inefficient fuel. Suffice it to say, hydrogen has lost significant market share to electric battery
technology. Nonetheless, S.A. equity will not be deterred from significant holdings in PGM shares.
The table below shows the percentage of PGM shares in various S.A. equity portfolios as well as the
AUM of those managers.

Figure 6:

Managers Significantly Overweight PGM Miners Have Attracted Significant Flows

Source : Prescient Securities

The moral of the table above is that money has flowed to managers whose performance has been
driven by PGM miners over the last two years. In a self-fulfilling prophesy, these managers have
topped up and, in many cases, increased the weighting of PGM miners in their portfolios. Where has
that money come from? Managers that are underweight PGM miners and underperforming the
market. We can show a similar table showing managers who are underweight PGM miners but I think
you get the point. You win no points for guessing which cohort we are in.
While clients are happy to continue selling the losers and buying the winners, regardless of skill, they
are overlooking the implicit bet they are making. Shares of PGM Miners will continue rallying on one
condition and one condition only – PGM prices ignore the disruption of BEVs or get saved by the bell
(again) in the hydrogen revolution. If that does not happen, it seems that PGM miners are currently
at peak cashflow per share and should de-rate next year.
Figure 7:

Cashflow Per Share Re-based to 100 in Calendar Year 2021

Source: Morgan Stanley Securities Research

Now we are not, as they say in politics, the party of “No”. In other words, we do not seek to appeal
to you by being negative on the propositions and outcomes of others. They play their game. We play
ours. The positive absolute return our portfolios are showing are a result of non-mining S.A. equities
experiencing a resurgence after being ensnared by a myriad of the worst socio-economic, and political
events since the advent of democracy in 1994. South Africa could not have looked more different
than the rest of the world. After suffering declines in each of the last four years, a third of our portfolio
is now experiencing 52week highs. In a complete change of fortunes, we do not have a single company
hitting 52week lows!
Figure 8:

Proportion of the Portfolio at 52 Week High vs. 52 Week Low

Source: Infront, First Avenue

If you consider what the “price” opportunity in the ensuing chart looks like, you can see why regardless
of what happens to resources, the resurgence of non-mining S.A. equities has a long runway ahead of
it. The opportunity includes a greater portion of our portfolio hitting 52week highs, and another
portion reaching multi-year highs. We think that at least the last 6yrs of economic and political
turmoil, including COVID, have materially strengthened the strong and weakened the weak. The
former will monopolize profits in their sector at rates last witnessed in the 2000-2010 period. Money
that has automatically flowed to shares of PGM miners will find an equally compelling home in nonmining S.A. equities. Of course, our significant underweight in the sector is a bet that developments
in the battery electric car industry will overtake PGMs, leading to money flowing out into opportunities
in the FINDI.

Figure 9:

FINDI vs. RESI 10: Opportunity Set for Rerating of Non-Mining S.A. Equities

Source: Infront, First Avenue

That said, kindly recall from last quarter letter that we do own some resource names on bases
completely unrelated to the thematic momentum you see in PGM mining shares. Our portfolio
positioning is as follows:
Figure 10:

Top 10 Bets: 1st Quarter 2021
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Prosus NV

6.2%

Bidvest Ltd

4.5%

BHP GROUP PLC

4.3%

Anheuser-Busch Inbev SA NV

4.4%

South32

2.8%

Discovery Limited
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AVI Ltd
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BHP GROUP PLC

3.3%

Sasol Ltd

1.4%

Truworths International Ltd

3.2%

Kumba Iron Ore Ltd

1.3%

South32

3.0%

Bid Corporation Limited

1.0%

Sasol Ltd

2.6%

Vodacom Group Limited

1.0%

The Spar Group Ltd

2.6%

Figure 11:

Quarterly Attribution: Top 10 and Bottom 10 Contributors
General Equity Composite (SWIX)
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Global Equities
Our global equity strategy retains its unique proposition of blending family and founder owned
businesses with businesses run like family businesses. If you consider that the hardest thing you will
do in life is build a capital base, then capital allocation is a critical component of what determines
Quality. Losing capital through injudicious decisions attempting to arbitrage factors of production is
what families and founders of businesses most heavily guard against (Warren Buffet’s rule no. 1, 2,
and 3). In the quarter, the fund which invests in the highest of Quality names that have better growth
prospects, felt the wrath of resurging Value equities, specifically global oil equities, UK, and European
equities. Nonetheless, that seems to have abated in the month of April. As well, not only are our
long-term investment outcomes still intact, but we also continue to exhibit lower volatility than the
broad market (MSCI World). To say we are excited about this proposition powering our business in
this and coming years is an understatement. We will say it again and again an again: any S.A. manager,
BEE or not, without a compelling global proposition does not have a sustainable investment business
in the long term.
Figure 13:

Global Equity Fund vs. MSCI World: Rolling 1yr Returns Q1 ‘21 (ZAR Returns)

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

Figure 14:

Global Equity Fund vs. MSCI World: 1yr Rolling Volatility Q1’21

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

Figure 15:

Global Equity Fund Top Ten Holdings Q1’21
Stock

ALPHABET C
TRADE DESK A
FACEBOOK A
RATIONAL
LVMH MOET HENNESSY
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
REMY COINTREAU
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY B
WALMART
FIN RICHEMONT NAMEN A
Source: Statpro, First Avenue
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3.3%

Sanlam Select Equities
As a local with offshore proposition, this fund is a blend between S.A. equity strategy (70%) and our
global equity strategy (30%). Specifically, we prefer to be highly defensive in the local portion of the
fund and aggressive in the global portion. It also limits both the local and offshore portions of the
portfolio to 20 stocks each. A good proxy for the domestic portion is our focused Equity S.A.
proposition. If you think you do not like our aversion to resources, do not invest in this fund.
Figure 16:

Fund vs. SWIX: 1yr Rolling Returns Q1 2021
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Figure 17:

S.A. Focused Equity vs. SWIX: 1yr Rolling Volatility Q1 2021
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Figure 18:

Global Carve-Out Sanlam Select vs. MSCI World Q1 2021
Global Carve Out
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Figure 19:

Sanlam Select: Top Ten Holdings
Stock

Naspers Ltd
Prosus NV
BHP GROUP PLC
Bidvest Ltd
Fifth Third Bancorp
Citizens Financial Group
Discovery Limited
Clicks Group Ltd
SIBANYE STILL WATER LIMITED
Anheuser-Busch Inbev SA NV
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not
be based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the
client (as defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be
limitations as to the appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the
client first obtain the appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an
appropriate investment strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such
information and to consider whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own
objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral, or implied are expressed in
good faith.
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